Delivering For SmartLabel® Canada
Helping Deliver the Transparency Consumers Deserve
SmartLabel® provides consumers with complete access to nutritional facts, ingredients, advisories,
your larger sustainability story and so much more. SmartLabel® addresses a growing need from
health-conscious consumers demanding a complete understanding of the products their families
consume and use.

SmartLabel® QR Codes on package invite
consumers to dig beyond labels to learn
much more about the products they buy.
Scanbuy’s mPackaging services and industry experience are
being used by brands and retailers to deliver on the
SmartLabel® promise.
• Easy implementation
• Print-ready QR Codes
• Editable URLs for ongoing flexibility
• Detailed analytics for full research capabilities
No matter what your company size, we have the technology,
vast experience and breadth of knowledge to help you
navigate the process to quickly get you to market.

Consumers Demand Transparency
Activate your Packages with Scanbuy SmartLabel® QR Codes

How It Works
SmartLabel® information is readily available
anywhere a consumer has Internet access.
Consumers simply scan QR Codes on product
packages, or search online to gain instant
access to trusted information on nutrition,

health and safety information supplied by the
brand owner – information that is beyond the
label. Facts are clearly presented on a landing
page in a consistent format across all
SmartLabel supported product lines.
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Global leader in QR Code services — and has been for years

Proven, cloud-based technology for easy implementation
Leading supplier of thousands of SmartLabel® QR Codes
Print-ready QR Codes for all package types and print processes
Branded and editable URLs for ongoing flexibility
Supports multi-country and multi-language requirements
Good Questions to Ask When
Selecting a QR Code Provider
• Do you offer brands short URLs?
• Do you offer editable QR Code destination
URLs?
• Do you collect analytics around scanning?
• Do you offer a single QR Code for multicountry and multi-language needs?
• Do you assign a customer support team?
• Do you have API services to integrate
into SmartLabel® systems?

212-278-0178
10E 39th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10016

QR Code Packaging Quick Tips

• Do not violate the QR Code quiet zone when
placing on package
• Do not scale a print-ready QR Code
• Be careful with QR Code color selections
• Never embed the destination URL in a QR Code

Scan to learn more about
mPackaging for Smartlabel®
or contact us at
smartlabel@scanbuy.com

www.scanlife.com

